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A B O u T  T h E  F i L m

War School is a film about the battle for the hearts and minds of Britain’s 
children. 

Set against the backdrop of Remembrance the controversial and challenging 
documentary reveals how, faced with unprecedented opposition to its wars, the 
British government is using a series of new and targeted strategies to promote 
support for the military. 

Armed Forces Day, Uniform to Work Day, Camo Day, National Heroes Day - in 
the streets, on television, on the web, at sports events, in schools, advertising 
and fashion – the military presence in civilian life is on the march. 

Interweaving the powerful and moving testimonies of veterans of Britain’s 
unbroken century of wars with expert commentary, archive and a redolent 
score, War School’s mosaic of sound and imagery evokes the story of the child 
soldier who becomes a peace campaigner, challenging the myth of Britain's 
benign role in world affairs and asking if perpetual war is really what we want for 
future generations?  

introduction
This guide will help you plan a community event using the film War School to spark 
dialogue about militarism and inspire actions and collaborations to question the promotion 
of the Armed Forces to young people in the UK. The  guide serves as a step-by-step manual 
on planning and executing a thoughtful and effective event.

War School is a POW Productions Ltd. film

Produced by Mic Dixon and Di Tatham

Directed by Mic Dixon

running time 82 minutes  suitable for age 15+

available on DVD and digital download

www.war.school
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u S  i N G  F i  L m  T O  S  P A r k  D i A L O G u E

Film can be a very useful tool for bringing people together, inspiring solutions to problems, and sparking new 
collaborations. Films—especially those that feature complex and fascinating characters—are able to reach 
people on an immediate and emotional level, opening them up to new ideas and possibilities. Impact films, such 
as War School, provide a common text from which to start a conversation and put a human face on social, 
cultural and civic issues. In addition, films can be used to:

• Heighten	the	visibility	of	your	organization

• Raise	awareness	of	an	issue

• Attract	new	allies,	members	and	supporters	to	your	organization

• Spark	networking,	especially	with	other	groups	in	the	community	and	nearby	towns

• Provide	a	platform	for	community	members	to	share	thoughts,	ideas	and	concerns

By providing intimate perspectives of people who have experienced the effects of war and 
militarism and grapple with them every day War School opens up a new opportunity for 
dialogue. The personal stories it tells bring to life the human implications of past and current 
policies and, backed up by data and research from key organisations, addresses the many 
challenging issues raised by an increasingly militarised society. 

After viewing War School, audiences are likely to feel a range of emotions, from anger to 
concern to hope. A well-planned screening of this film has the power to leverage that emotional 
power and inspire collective action. When it comes to social change, film  can’t do it all, but it 
can set the stage—laying out the issues in a way that people can hear and building interest in 
potential solutions. 

How can you use War School to spark dialogue in your community? Read on to find out!

Armed Forces Day, Guildford
Battlefield South promises 

'Unlimited Ammunition and Unlimited Lives'  
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Getting Started with Your Event

1 .  h O L D  A  B r  A  i  N T r u S T  P L A N N i N G  m E E T i N G

We recommend kicking off your event planning process with a “braintrust” planning meeting at least four to six 
weeks prior to when you hope to host your event. This will allow ample time to develop your plan and goals, 
reserve a venue, recruit partner organizations, confirm speakers, set the agenda and finalize other arrangements. 

The braintrust planning meeting is a chance to invite a small group of local stakeholders  and potential partners 
(community leaders, campaigners, policymakers, etc.)  
to view the film and brainstorm how it can be used to advance local efforts to address the issues around 
militarism. 

The following items in this section are all topics to discuss at your braintrust planning meeting, but if you do not 
have the time or capacity to hold one, still be sure to go through these steps with your event planning team.

2 .  D E F i  N E  Y O u r  O  B j E C T  i v  E S

Figuring out your objectives is a key step in planning a successful event. Think about what you’d like to get 
out of the event and what outcomes are most realistic. In addition to watching an entertaining and 
enlightening film, your event will allow your community to reflect together on how the stories and 
experiences in the film are relevant locally. We hope an event like this can illuminate  the connection 
between militarism and social, health, environmental and educational issues, raise the visibility of 
community-based organizations working on these issues, and bring about greater support for efforts to 
question and debate these systemic issues. 

As the event organizer, consider the longer-term goals of your work and how this screening event can help 
you achieve those goals. Identify how you’d like your community to change for the better, then think about 
how this film screening can support that change.

The objectives you might consider include the following (these are not mutually 
exclusive):
• Improve communication/increase awareness about Everyday Militarism.
• Strengthen collaborations or create a network with local organizations focused on military 

involvement in children's activities and schools and other relevant community issues.
• Increase public support and action around local initiatives to address the increase of 

militarism in society.
• Generate support from local leadership and understanding of concerns around events 

involving the Armed Forces.
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3. i D E N T i F Y  Y O u r  T A r G E T  A u D i E N C E S

Keeping your target audiences in mind will be helpful in framing your event and strategizing 
publicity and outreach. These are questions to consider:
• Which	audiences	do	you	need	to	reach	in	order	to	meet	your	objectives?
• Which	audiences	can	you	access	directly	(e.g.,	your	current	constituents)	and	how

can you build upon those?
• Which	new	audiences	can	you	engage	to	broaden	your	reach,	strengthen	your	work,

and build new allies?

Don’t be afraid to aim high! Contacting influential leaders and decision-makers in your 
community can be a great opportunity to attract their attention and get them more interested 
in the work you are doing.

4.  r E C r u i T  P  A r T N E r  O r G A N i z  A T  i O N S

After you have determined your objectives and target audiences, you’ll be ready to consider 
partner organizations that can help you get the most out of your event. War School raises 
themes that are relevant to many community institutions and organizations, and you can 
partner with them to get the word out and build toward your objectives. 

It’s essential to invite other organizations and influential individuals to partner with you  
on your event, both to make the event as successful as possible and to ensure positive, 
sustained change in your community. Moreover, the planning process is an excellent 
opportunity for relationship building. The more partners you have on board, the broader  
the support and sense of community you’ll be able to cultivate. We strongly suggest inviting 
representatives from some of these groups to be involved early on, rather than simply 
attending the event itself. Such partners can help widen your reach while making valuable 
contributions to your planning. Partners can get involved in a range of ways depending  
on their interest and capacity. At the very least, they can help spread the word about the 
event on their listservs or websites. And some partners might be able to get more actively 
involved, contributing ideas, time, resources and panelists for the event. In some instances, 
event-based partnerships pave the way for longer-term collaborations that will benefit  
your mutual efforts.

T i P   reaching out to groups you’ve never worked with before:

• Offer background and context. Direct them to the www.war.school website where there are links to information and resources provided by 
Forces Watch, Quakers, VFP and other institutions.Include a brief description of the film so they’ll immediately know what it’s about.

• Make your pitch relevant. Highlight elements of the film that are most relevant to their interests. For example, a community health organization 
will appreciate that the film makes connections between military service and health issues and a youth-serving organization will want to know 
that the film is the looks at the involvement of the Armed Forces in schools and includes examples of alternative activities.

• Highlight the partner benefits. Let groups know that getting involved in your event can be a good opportunity for them to raise their own 
visibility and reach new audiences.

• Remember that groups have different capacities, so involvement will vary. Some will simply send your email
blast to their mail list, others may assist with logistical planning or contribute funds. Be mindful of what your partners are capable of and make 
sure you’re not asking them for too much (or too little!) as you plan your event.
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Types of Organizations to Consider

In addition to tapping into organizations directly involved in youth and military issues, we encourage you to think 
outside the box, about other groups and individuals who can play an influential role in the health of your 
community. For example, local councils can be directly involved with organising events involving the Armed 
Forces. Youth development organizations may provide after-school services to at-risk children in your 
community who could benefit from attending your event. It’s the less obvious partners that will help you reach 
new potential supporters and bring your messages to new audiences. Consider the following:

• Local government, including health, planning, police, transportation, 
economic development agencies, and parks and recreation

• Community health agencies
• School districts
• Universities/colleges, medical schools, public health programs
• Faith-based organizations
• Community foundations and other funders/investors
• Social enterprise
• Boys and Girls clubs, YMCAs, Woodcraft Folk
• Rotary, Lions clubs
• PTAs, other parent organizations
• Libraries
• Media/film centers, local public media stations
• Food banks
• Environmental Campaigners

If you hold a braintrust planning meeting, invite potential partners and make it clear you 
want their input in planning the event so they feel more invested in its success.

Camo Day is a worldwide non-
uniform day that raises money 
for SSAFA, the Armed Forces 
charity. 

We ask the question - can 
children understand the 
implications and motivations 
behind it?
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5. L O C A T E  A N D  C O N F i r m  Y O u r  v E N u E

Where you hold the event depends on your budget, the expected size of your audience,  
and the impression you want to give. There are various things to consider when picking the 
right venue for your community screening. 
• Size and capacity. You’ll first have to identify a space that can accommodate your

anticipated number of audience members. In most cases, having the screening in a
community center, local school auditorium, or chapel is more effective than having it in
a conventional movie theater, where time and space are often more limited and travel
distances may be further.

• Accessibility. Next, you’ll want to consider if the venue is in a location that the general
audience can easily access. Is it an inclusive community-oriented space? Is it convenient,
that is, centrally located in town? Is there parking available? Is it close to public
transportation?

• A/v equipment. Does the space have suitable screening and audio equipment available?
This includes a screen (or white wall), a projector, a laptop or DVD player, microphones,
speakers, and all of the right cords that connect them. If not, additional planning and
arrangements will be necessary.

• Layout. Is the space big enough for mingling or does it have a reception area? This is not
essential, but can be helpful in facilitating interaction and conversation.

• Other considerations. Check if the space has access for people with disabilities, heating/
air conditioning, comfortable chairs, child-care accommodations and so on.

Armed Forces Day 
It's just a bit of fun isn't it? 

Cinema For All operates a short-term low-cost equipment hire scheme to help new groups 
hold a test screening and get on their feet.

Equipment hire is £25 per screening for members and £40 per screening for non-members. 
Hire for non-volunteer led groups or commercial groups is £65. https://cinemaforall.org.uk/
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Framing and Formatting Your Event
W h A T  k i N D  O F  C O N v E r S A T  i O N  D O  Y O u  W A N T ?

Think about the problems, issues and concerns in your town or, conversely, the positive 
developments you see. Could this event be a productive and safe platform to discuss a 
pressing issue in your community? The film makes a particularly strong case for the connection 
between military visits to schools, recruitment and support for the Armed Forces, so we 
recommend you keep this in mind as  part of the overarching frame and use it as a lead-in to 
discuss local issues.  

• The relationship between military service and health.
• Education and job prospects
• Fun, Fitnesss and the purpose of the Armed Forces
• Use of resources

P L A N N i N G  T h E  r u N D O W N

Your screening event should contain the following basic elements, with some customization 
according to your needs.

Activity Time Frame Purpose/Details

Pre-Screening 1 hour Builds excitement for the screening event, 
Reception gives attendees a chance to meet.
(optional)

Film Introduction 5 minutes Gives context to the event. Details  
(official start time) and talking points for the introduction 

are on the next page.

1.5 hours This is the centerpiece of your event! War School Film 
Screening 

Post-Screening 30 minutes Feature your designated panelists  
Discussion and speakers, have a great facilitated 

conversation, but also be respectful of  
people’s attention spans and backsides.

Audience Q&A 15–20 minutes Allow time for audience members to  
ask questions about, and respond to, 
what they’ve seen and heard.

Post-Screening 1 hour People may want to gather for a meal 
Reception  or at a nearby bar or linger in the space 
(optional) to discuss further thoughts and ideas  

about the film. 
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Opening remarks

In five minutes or less, the guests should be welcomed and integrated as core components 
of the event. Their presence is important for communicating the message of the film beyond 
the walls of the screening room.
• Introduce	your	organization	and	why	the	event	is	important	to	your	community.
• Encourage	people	to	stick	around	for	the	discussion	afterward.
• Thank	any	significant	partners,	supporters	and	so	on.

Post-Screening Panel Discussion

Panelists can help put the film in context by providing background information about militarism and how it’s linked 
to education, employment and health or by connecting the film’s themes to what’s happening in your community. 
Plan for about 30 minutes for discussion and about 15–20 minutes for audience Q&A. 

The Panelists
• Be sure to present a range of perspectives, based on what you identified as the frame of your event. 

Possible panelists might include: Veterans for Peace, a Quaker Peace and Social Witness or Peace 
Education worker, a community leader or activist, a community member and/or a school leader. Your 
community partners can serve as great sources for potential panelists.

• Aim for no more than four panelists. With too many speakers, the conversation gets diffused.
• If possible, allow for the panelists to preview the film before the event so that they have an opportunity 

to prepare remarks.
• Give your panelists an idea of who will be in the audience so they can tailor the discussion to the 

audience’s interests. For example, if you anticipate a general audience, ask panelists to tone down any 
specific jargon.

The moderator
• Find	an	experienced	moderator	for	the	event	(could	be	your	emcee)	or	at	least

someone who is well versed in local food issues and is comfortable speaking
in public.

• The	moderator’s	responsibility	is	to	keep	the	conversation	going	and	ensure	that
all points are addressed in the time you have scheduled for discussion.

• The	moderator	should	set	the	stage	with	relevant	statistics	or	anecdotes	about
what’s happening in your community as a way to localize the story even more.

• The	moderator	should	ask	the	panelists	to	introduce	themselves,	their	organization
and how their work relates to what was just seen in the film.

• The	moderator	might	consider	prompting	the	panelists	with	an	opening	question
such as: “What jumped out at you in the film?” Ideally, the panelists will reference
specific scenes from the film as they make their points.

T i P   Appoint an Emcee
Successful events often have 
a charismatic emcee to move 
the program along. Invite  
a significant leader or local 
personality to introduce the 
film—or of course, the lead 
organizer can do it. If you 
have an emcee, either make 
sure they can give context  
to the broader campaign  
or designate a different 
person to talk about this 
during the introduction.  
The emcee could also be  
the moderator of the post-
screening discussion, but 
doesn’t have to be. 
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 The Content
• The	post-screening	discussion	is	an	opportunity	to	showcase	examples	of	success 

stories—either from your community or a similar town—in which people and/or 
organizations have taken proactive steps to address miltarism, the arms trade, health issues 
and education. Your event can be an opportunity to build support for efforts that 
significantly improve awareness of militarism in society.

Audience Q&A
• Ask	audience	members	to	keep	their	questions	short	so	that	many	voices	may

be heard.
• Decide	whether	you’ll	have	microphones	to	pass	around	or	if	audience	members

have to come to microphones set up in the aisles.
• While	it	is	unlikely,	be	prepared	for	negative	comments	from	audience	members.

For example, there may be audience members who disagree with some of the
perspectives on the panel. A skilled moderator can help ensure a civil, productive
conversation in which many perspectives are heard.

Action Steps and Follow-up

The conversation can continue beyond your event! We hope your event leads to additional 
activities and conversations that encourage dialogue and community. 

As part of your community conversation, clearly convey a set of realistic, tangible goals that 
your organization and partners intend to accomplish with the active support and participation 
of community members. Offer feasible ways for audience members to get directly involved, 
including the following:

• Go to www.war.school to join our campaign and find resources through our action links.
• If you are affected by the issues join our speakers’ list and make your voice heard.
• If you’re part of a group that meets regularly, such as a book club or a faith group, bring 

these themes into your regular meetings and brainstorm solutions together.
• Host a screening.
• Write to your MP
• Contact your local councillors

Also provide your audience with resources that address dynamics specific to your community. 
These are some informational resources to consider:

• Fact sheets and action packs on militarism by Quakers and Forces Watch.
• Information about local youth groups.
• A flyer highlighting upcoming events and actions led by you and/or your partner 

organizations
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Additional Activities: Pre-reception, Post-reception, raffles, and more

Consider extra activities that can make your event more fun and engaging:

• Pre-reception. A pre-screening reception can help build buzz for the film screening and 
gives you a cushion for guest arrivals so you can start the film on time.

• Post-reception. A post-screening meet-and-greet provides opportunities for networking 
and continued discussion.

• Free Food. Refreshments are always a good idea. Ask a local grocery store or restaurant 
to donate to the event; many have programs set up for charitable giving to nonprofit 
organizations. Be aware that they typically need a full month in advance to process a 
donation.

• raffle. To add incentive for participation, hold a raffle with relevant prizes, such as a 
grocery store gift certificate, a family gym membership or free child care for a week. 
Similar to food donations, advance notice is key in securing donated items from local 
businesses and stores.

• Graphic Display. If your venue permits, consider profiling compelling graphics from the 
film that demonstrate some of the data behind the issues. Create a poster board display, 
project images on the walls, or cue them up on television or computer screens around 
the venue.

Full size War School cinema style posters are available for displays
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Promoting and Publicizing Your Event

There are different ways to promote an event, each with a different function. Read through 
the categories outlined below, and pick a few tactics based on what you think will be most 
successful in your community.

F L Y E r  D i S T r i B u T i O N 

• We can use our flyer template for laying out the details of your specific event.

• Make copies (in color if your budget permits) and hand them out at events and meetings 
that occur prior to your community screening event (church services, city council 
meetings, club meetings, PTA meetings, etc.).

• Go to businesses near the venue to post your flyer. Find public areas with high foot traffic
—such as grocery stores, community centers, shopping malls, schools, churches, parks, 
libraries, nearby universities—to get as many eyes on the flyers as possible.

• Consider sending the flyers to people’s home addresses or find some volunteers to do a 
door-to-door flyer drop-off.

Double - sided A5 flyers printed at Instantprint  are about £30 for 500
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W E B

Announce the event on your website. And leading up to the event, keep it on your 
homepage! If appropriate/possible, create a section on your website with event 
information, a link to the War School movie trailer, and links to VFP, Forces Watch and Quaker 
resources. Also consider paying to post web banners on local blogs or websites. If your 
organization has a blog, Facebook page, or Twitter account, post information about the 
event in these places as well. Relevant online discussion forums are another venue for 
publicizing your event on the Internet.

E m A i  L  B  L A S T S

Email all of your contacts about this upcoming event. There are up to three email blasts  
you could send out, listed below. For each, encourage people to forward the emails to the 
contacts in their networks.

1. The first email blast announces the event and provides details on the date, location, etc.
(sent out as soon as possible)

2. The second email is a reminder and provides any new specific details or special features/
speakers/activities, etc. (sent a few days before the event)

3. After the event, share key takeaways from the discussion as well as specific call-to-action
prompts. The last email should share information about what this activity meant for
the community and how to continue contributing.

P A r T N E r  C r O S S - P r O m O T i O N

Keep your partner organizations and groups in the loop with your promotional materials  
and flyers so that they can promote the event widely as well. Ask each group director to  
send out an email blast, using the provided templates. Make sure you give them a good 
amount of lead time to promote the event. Pass on any tips from this guide as well! 

L O C A L  P r  E S S

Spend some time thinking about what your target audience listens to, watches and reads 
because that’s where you’re most likely to get the best coverage. Militarisation of Youth issues 
have been making major headlines recently, and you could take advantage of this coverage 
by casting a wide net to local news publications and outlets. Make a clear connection 
between your event and current news topics. Pitch the uniqueness and importance of this 
screening and community discussion, for example) local examples of military activities involving 
children.

If you or one of your partner organizations has a communications point person who can 
take the lead on contacting press, involve that person right away. If your organization has 
less experience with media outreach, the following is a basic timeline with tips for 
generating newspaper, radio and television interest. 

Check out forceswatch.net 
for up to date information 
and links to sources
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Basic timeline for media outreach:

• A	month	before	the	event,	check	submission	deadlines	for	calendar	listings
for your city’s daily and weekly publications. Newspapers, weekly and monthly 
magazines, chambers of commerce, tourism organizations and even area TV and 
radio stations often have community calendars that are free advertising
for events like this.

• Two	weeks	before	your	event,	forward	the	press	release	to	all	local	and	state 
newspapers, as well as to online community websites.

• Add	your	event	to	local	community	calendars	and	websites	that	allow	user-
submitted events.

• Ten	days	before	your	event,	issue	a	press	release	to	a	wide	range	of mainstream 
media, as well as alternative media, specialty publications, online publications 
and local bloggers. Target—through the release and a follow-up email or phone 
call—reporters who cover topics related to the military, education, local events and 
social justice.

• In	addition	to	sending	your	press	release	to	broadcast	outlets,	call	local 
television and radio programs, especially local news and public affairs programs, 
a week prior to the event. Contact:
o Local TV news: assignment editor
o Public affairs programs: producer
o Talk radio: producer or host

• Find	specific	relevant	reporters	or	editors,	and	contact	them	a	week	prior	to the 
event. Let them know about your event and be prepared to provide contact and 
other information on local experts and advocates who can be available for 
interviews. Follow up with these media sources several days before the event 
and encourage them to attend.
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S O C i  A L  m E D i  A

If your community is well connected on social networks like Facebook and Twitter, these 
networks can be very powerful promotion tools. Facebook events are great for getting 
information out to your online community, especially younger audiences. If your organization 
does not have a Facebook page, this could be a reason to start one. For those who are 
active on social media, here are some tips:

• Get connected on Facebook and Twitter. “Like” War School, VFPUK, Forces Watch, Quaker 
Peace Education on Facebook and “Follow” them on Twitter.

• Create a Facebook event and post about the event on your Facebook page. After you
create the event page, preferably under your official Facebook community page (if you 
have one), you should aim to use this tool as a platform for sharing relevant information 
beyond the film, starting discussions and continuing to raise awareness of the issues you’ll 
discuss in the post-screening discussion.

Sample Facebook Posts 

Be sure to mention if refreshments and child care will be provided. At the end of each  
post, share an image from the film, a link to your Facebook event and/or a link to the host 
organization’s website.

War School
May 21

Militarism is increasing in the UK - and it's targeting children. See a special free 
screening of War School on [date] at [location], and take your place in the fight to 
end hunger and obesity. [include link to more information on your community 
screening event]

May 21

The Government is making huge cuts to Education and Welfare but has found £100m to 
promote military ethos in schools. Why? Come to [location] on [date] to see a free 
screening of War School and discuss the issues of militarism.

May 21

The Armed Force make around 11,000 visits to UK schools every year - why?. See the 
documentary War School on [date] at [location], hosted by [list host organizations].

War School

War School
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TiP  Designate a social  
media captain to live tweet 
during your event.

Twitter recommendations

• Tweet	once	a	day	in	the	two	weeks	leading	up	to	the	event	(if	possible).
Tweets must be short, concise and simple. Use the event hashtag #WarSchoolFilm

• Tag	@WarSchoolFilm1	as	much	as	possible,	for	wider	visibility.
• Tag	local	organizations	you’re	working	with,	or	want	to	work	with.
• As	a	promotional	tactic,	identify	local	tweeters	who	may	have	a	wide	reach

(radio personalities, civic leaders, etc.) and tag them in your posts, to encourage 
them to retweet.

Sample Tweets 

As with a Facebook page, if you do not have a Twitter account, this is an excellent time to 
create one, even if you don’t plan to use it afterward. Plus, you may be surprised at what 
you use it for. Also check out War School’s Facebook page for an archive of videos, images 
and stats you can use as part of your social media promotion. 

keeping Social media Buzz Alive After Your Event

After your event, post event photos on your website and Facebook page to show off what 
a successful event you put on. Use social media to thank the participants, sponsors and 
speakers for contributing. With Twitter, don’t forget to use the hashtag #WarSchoolFilm

War School Film @WarSchoolFilm1
#WarSchoolFilm Question Militarism @WarSchoolFilm1 
screening on [date] at [location and time] (insert Facebook 
event link) Expand

War School Film @WarSchoolFilm1

See #WarSchoolFilm on [date] and #QuestionMilitarism in  
Schools
Expand

War School Film @WarSchoolFilm1

Special screening of #WarSchoolFilm on [date]—join us for  
[food, activities, etc] and a discussion on how to 
#QuestionMilitarism in  Schools
Expand
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r O u N D i N G  u P  r S v P S

Gathering RSVPs is a good idea, especially if your venue has limited seating. But 
don’t put all your faith in the RSVP list—there will always be no-shows (could be up  
to a 30 percent drop-off), and also, people who did not RSVP will likely show up. 
Tracking ahead of time just gives you an indicator of what to expect. Here are some 
tips to help you through this process:
• In	your	flyers	and	ads	promoting	the	screening,	request	that	people	call	or

email ahead of time to reserve a seat.
• Be	sure	to	centralize	information	so	you	have	an	accurate	headcount	at

all times.
• Set	the	RSVP	deadline	for	a	few	days	before	the	actual	event.	If	you	get	fewer

responses than expected, you will still have enough time to reach out to more
people, and if there are more than expected, you can notify people in advance
that they may not be guaranteed a seat.

• If	your	event	is	at	capacity,	send	out	a	reminder	email	to	confirmed	attendees
the day before the event. Let them know you will only hold their seat until
15 minutes before the event starts.

• Facebook	Events	and	Eventbrite	(www.eventbrite.com)	are	useful	resources
for RSVP tracking online.

• If	your	numbers	are	close	to	reaching	capacity	at	the	time	of	the	event,	add
anyone who shows up without an RSVP to the end of the list and let in as
many as can be accommodated just before the screening starts.

If you don’t have the capacity to collect RSVPs, don’t worry. Simply advertise that 
the event has limited seating and that attendees will be seated on a first-come,  
first-served basis.

Technical Logistics

Conduct a complete technical run-through at least two days before your event to make sure  
all the equipment is in working order. Test all of your equipment (including screen, speakers, 
microphone, projector, laptop/DVD player, etc.) at the venue where the film will be screened, 
and make sure there are no connection, sound or picture issues. Watch the DVD all the way 
through to ensure it doesn’t have any scratches or other issues.

important Details
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Planning Checklist

Hold a braintrust planning meeting. 
Recruit partners and/or co-sponsors. 
Determine your general objectives and target audiences.

Book the venue and determine the date of your event.
Refine objectives for the event.
Identify roles for partner organizations and secure commitments.

Draft the event agenda (and vet with partners if applicable).
Determine speakers, panelists, performers, and the moderator.
Create promotional materials: a flyer, email blasts, and/or a press release.
Request food and raffle donations from local businesses.
Arrange for a translator to attend if you expect audience members with limited English proficiency.

Get the word out electronically (Facebook, Twitter, etc). Include contact information, 
your website address, and RSVP information as applicable. 
Contact community calendars and online event sites about your event.
Post flyers in high-traffic areas. 

Send out your press release. 
Check all of your technical equipment and make adjustments as necessary.
Confirm food for the reception (if applicable).
Confirm all details with event staff (caterer, venue, IT, etc.) and finalize the agenda.

Follow up with press who expressed an interest in covering the story. Remind them what makes 
your event unique and important for the community.

Test all of your equipment with the DVD you’ll be using at the venue where the film will be screened.
Send a reminder email blast.
Make copies of handouts (with relevant facts, action steps, etc.) to distribute at the event.

Before the event starts, huddle with your local partners and panelists to get everyone on the  
same page regarding your introductions and post-screening discussion.
Set up any tables or display materials.
Assign one or two people to greet people as they arrive and to distribute programs, materials 
and so on.
Assign a timekeeper to keep the event on track. 
Check in with your photographer to make sure he/she understands the event’s agenda. 
If you collected RSVPs, have an alphabetically ordered guest list handy to keep track of who  
comes and how many unexpected people show up.

Send a follow-up email to attendees and invite them to future meetings and events.

Good Luck!
With the right planning and partnerships, your event is sure to be a success. We 
believe that convening the community around a compelling film to address an 
urgent problem like the militarisation of children can further the impact of your efforts 
and greatly increase visibility. 

Preliminary prep  
at least 6–8 weeks 
prior to event

initial planning  
6 weeks prior to event

Logistical planning  
4 weeks prior to event

Promotion   
3–4 weeks prior 
to event

Continued planning  
2 weeks prior to event

media outreach   
10 days prior to event

Final logistics   
several days prior 
to event

At the event itself

After your screening

contact admin@war.school



www.takepart.com/table 

Active Voice tackles social issues through the creative use of film. We believe that real 
progress requires real connection and that film has a unique power to bring people together 
in meaningful ways. Every day Active Voice helps filmmakers, funders, and communities  
start the conversations and relationships that lead to lasting, measurable change. Since our 
inception in 2001, Active Voice has influenced local, regional and national dialogue on issues 
including immigration, criminal justice, health care and education. www.activevoice.net 

Participant is a global entertainment company founded in 2004 by Jeff Skoll to focus on 
feature films, television, publishing and digital content that inspire social change. Participant’s 
more than 40 films include Good Night, and Good Luck, Syriana, An Inconvenient Truth, 
Food, Inc., Waiting for “Superman”, The Help, Contagion and Lincoln. Participant’s Social 
Action campaigns and digital network TakePart.com continue the conversation and connect 
audiences to a wealth of content and actions. Its new millennial television network Pivot 
(pivot.tv), launching this summer in 40 million-plus homes, is TV for The New Greatest 
Generation. www.participantmedia.com 

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation focuses on the pressing health and health care issues 
facing our country. As the nation’s largest philanthropy devoted exclusively to health and 
health care, the Foundation works with a diverse group of organizations and individuals to 
identify solutions and achieve comprehensive, measurable, and timely change. For more  
than 40 years the Foundation has brought experience, commitment, and a rigorous, 
balanced approach to the problems that affect the health and health care of those it serves. 
When it comes to helping Americans lead healthier lives and get the care they need, the 
Foundation expects to make a difference in your lifetime. For more information, visit  
www.rwjf.org. Follow the Foundation on Twitter at www.rwjf.org/twitter or on Facebook at 
www.rwjf.org/facebook.
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